FLOW CHART FOR PREGNANT WOMEN APPLICATIONS

MPW Application

If Eligible for MPW
approve MEDES case

Generate or manually
send approval notice.
When coverage shows
on MXIX generate MO
HealthNet card on
MREP

If NOT eligible for MPW
reject MEDES case and
generate or manually
send rejection notice

If not eligible on any factor
other than income or
citizenship case is completed

If denied for excess income or citizenship ES processing MPW application must review any self-
attested insurance information. If information is incomplete, or none exists, ES must contact
individual by telephone for this information. Send individual an IM-31A ELECTRONIC form and
two (2) MO HealthNet for Kids Insurance Company Quotes (IM-5) if no contact is made allowing
ten (10) days for return. (Make sure copies of these forms go to the VFR) Change Application
Status on task to MPW Rejected – Explore SMHB.

If Not Eligible for
MPW on income or
citizenship

Enter income information
in SMHB Calculator

If Eligible for
SMHB, coverage is
entered through the Bypass

When coverage shows on
MXIX send Manual Notice
of Case Action IM-32SMHB
and generate MO
HealthNet card (s) on
MREP

If Not Eligible for SMHB
Send Manual Notice of
Case Action IM-32SMHB

All SMHB documents and
notices must be scanned
into the VFR.